Intro: 32 counts (approx. 15 secs) – Start on vocals - (No Tags or Restarts)

S1: Walk Forward x3, L Brush, L Stomp, R Touch+ Clap, R Back, Clap x2
1-2 R walk forward, L walk forward
3-4 R walk forward, L brush
5-6 L stomp forward, R touch behind L + clap hands once
7&8 R step back, clap twice

S2: Step Back x3, R Touch, R Step Diagonal Forward, L Touch, L Back Diagonal, R Touch
1-2 L step back, R step back
3-4 L step back, R touch beside L
5-6 R step diagonal forward R, L touch behind R [1:30]
7-8 L step diagonal back L, R touch beside L [12:00]

S3: R Grapevine, L Heel Dig, L Grapevine, R Heel Dig
1-2 Step R to R, step L behind R
3-4 Step R to R, L heel dig beside R
5-6 Step L to L, step R behind L
7-8 Step L to L, R heel dig beside L

S4: Pivot 1/8 L x2, R Jazz Box Together
1-2 Step forward R, pivot 1/8 L putting weight onto L [10:30]
3-4 Step forward R, pivot 1/8 L putting weight onto L [9:00]
5-6 Cross R over L, step back on L
7-8 Step R to R side, step L together next to R

Start Over

***ENDING: Finish Wall 6, facing [6:00]. Turn 1/2 right to face 12:00 with R foot forward + ending pose.

Dance and enjoy!